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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) can be considered as one of the emergent research topics, which linked 
several sensor enabled devices. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) remains a key enabling technology for 
IoT environment due to their possibility in placing different types of essential smart city applications, like 
healthcare, smart cities, environment monitoring, etc. At the same time, effectual utilization of energy is 
required for the design of energy-efficient data transmission strategy in the IoT environment. In this view, this 
study develops a novel multi-objective sand piper optimization based clustering with multi-hop routing 
(MOSPO-CMR) technique to IoT assisted WSN. The proposed MOSPO-CMR technique intends to effectively 
choose cluster heads (CHs) and derive optimal routes to BS. The MOSPO-CMR technique initially performs 
cluster construction process by the election of CHs using three variables namely Residual energy (RES), 
distance to BS (DIST), and Node Degree (NDEG). Besides, the MOSPO-CMR technique derives an objective 
function involving two variables such as RES and DIST to determine optimal routes to destination. In order 
to demonstrate the enhanced outcomes of the MOSPO-CMR approach, a series of simulations were carried 
out and the outcomes highlighted the enhanced outcomes of the MOSPO-CMR technique over the other 
recent approaches. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
 

• MOSPO-CMR technique intends to effectively choose cluster heads (CHs) and derive optimal 
routes to BS. The MOSPO-CMR technique initially performs cluster constructionprocess by the 
election of CHs using three variables namely Residual energy (RES), distance to BS (DIST), 
and Node Degree (NDEG). Besides, the MOSPO-CMR technique derives an objective function 
involving two variables such as RES and DIST to determine optimal routes to destination.  

• In order to demonstrate the enhanced outcomes of the MOSPO-CMR approach, a series of 
simulations were carried out and the outcomes highlighted the enhanced outcomes of the 
MOSPO-CMR technique over the other recent approaches. 

• In this view, this study develops a novel multi-objective sand piper optimization based 
clustering with multi-hop routing (MOSPO-CMR) technique to IoT assisted WSN. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) is considered as newer technologies intending to link multiple sensor devices 
and it is significant to consider the challenges and issues in the execution of IoT based networks in smart 
cities [1]. Recently, it has witnessed sensors with improved smartness and the capacity to collect information 
without human interference [2]. Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a well-known key enabler for the IoT 
system since its inception and became an environment to deploy different types of smart city applications 
including, roadside applications, automated control systems, transportation, smart parking, monitoring air 
pollution, etc [3]. WSN is the traditional technology utilized within an IoT paradigm that permits a wide variety 
of sensors to independently collect information and effectively route the packet towards the Base station (BS) 
[4]. The IoT sensors connected to form WSN enabled IoT and additionally implement data sensing in its 
target region for forwarding the sensed data to the destination. This routing process data sensing and requires 
a significant data transmission amongst the node, which results in high depletion of energy. Therefore, 
proficient energy consumption technique is highly required to perform powerful data communication strategy 
in IoT networks [5]. Figure 1 depicts the overview of IoT assisted WSN. The clustering method is viewed as 
an optimum method to preserve energy balance in sensors. All the clusters consist of single cluster head 
(CH) and cluster member (CM) node. CM transmits the data to their corresponding CH in the cluster that is 
accountable for data aggregation and moreover transmits that aggregated information to the BS [6]. When 
the node is facing inadequate energy to survive in the network, then it is stated as dead, and when each node 
runs out of energy in all the rounds, it represents the end of the network. A WSN protocol's aim is to send the 
fused information from each CH to the BS for detailed analysis, thus routing becomes very essential for 
effective communication of packets from one node to other nodes, and finally to the BS. This routing 
experiences sudden node death and higher energy that might stop the network from working and therefore 
it is significant to effectively expand lifetime of the network [7]. WSN routing system is accountable to form a 
transmission of data for all the independent nodes. Because of the resource-constrained and application-
related features of WSN routing method, it is essential to develop the present routing system based on the 
situation of switching and charging services and the functions of smart battery pack, for designing a WSN 
routing system applicable for smart battery pack application [8]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of IoT assisted WSN 

By analyzing the implementation technique of panoramic data acquisition for battery, it is shown that 
WSN networking mode is largely employed in the storage link of battery and the charging mode of sub-
compartment, and the features of WSN node distribution based smart battery can be attained [9, 10]. 
Research Contribution 
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1. To develop a novel multi-objective sand piper optimization based clustering with multihop routing 
(MOSPO-CMR) technique for IoT supported WSN.  

2. Incorporate cluster construction process by the choice of CHs using three variables namely Residual 
energy (RES), distance to BS (DIST), and Node Degree (NDEG).  

3. To develop an objective function involving two variables such as RES and DIST to decide optimal 
routes to destination.  

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In this study, a new MOSPO-CMR technique has been developed for clustering and routing in the IoT 
supported WSN. The presented MOSPO-CMR approach encompasses two major phases such as cluster 
construction and optimal route selection. At the initial stage, the MOSPO-CMR technique derives a fitness 
function by the use of three parameters namely RES, DIST, and NDEG. In the next stage, the MOSPO-CMR 
technique determines an objective function involving two variables namely RES and DIST. Figure 2 
demonstrates the block diagram of MOSPO-CMR method 

 

 

Figure 2. Workflow of MOSPO-CMR method 

Overview of SPO Algorithm: 

The sandpipers are seabird that is established around the planet. Usually, sandpipers live in colonies. It 
can be utilized its intelligence for finding and attacking the prey. One of the essential things about the 
sandpiper is its migration and attack performance. The migration was determined as seasonal movement of 
sandpipers from one place to another for locating the food-rich and abundant source which offers needed 
energy. The sandpipers often attack migrate birds on the sea if they can be migrating from one place to 
another. It can generate its spiral natural shape process under the attack. These performances are expressed 
like they could be connected with objective functions that optimize. It can be generated its feasible for 
formulating a novel optimized technique. This work concentrates on 2 natural performances of sandpipers. 
The mathematical processes of migration and attack performances are discussed as follows [17-21]. 

Exploration Process 

The technique examines the set of sandpipers that move from one place to another under the migration. 
During this phase, the sandpiper must fulfill the subsequent 3 criteria: 

‐ Collision avoidance: A further variable CA was applied to compute of novel search agent place for 
avoiding the collision avoidance amongst its neighbouring sandpipers. 

Csp
⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ = CA × Psp

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗(z)                                                            (1) 
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where 𝐶𝑠𝑝
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  refers the place of search agents that don’t collide with other search agents, 𝑃𝑠𝑝

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ signifies the 

existing place of search agents, 𝑧 implies the existing iteration, and 𝐶𝐴 indicates the movement of search 
agents from the search space. 

𝐶𝐴 = Cf − (z × (
Cf

Maxiterations

))                                           (2) 

where, 

z = 0,1,2, … , Maxiterations                                                       (3) 

where Cf represents the control frequency for adjusting the variable CA that is linearly lower in Cf to 0. For 
sample, once the parameter Cf is fixed to 2, the variable CA has continuously reduced in two to zero. The 
value of Cf is fixed to 2 from this case. 

‐ Converge from the direction of optimum neighbor: Afterward the collision avoidance, the search agent 
converges (that is, move) near the direction of optimum neighbor’s 

Msp
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ = CB × (Pbst

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  (z) − Psp
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗(z))                                              (4) 

where, Msp
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ states the places of search agents Psp

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ near the optimum fittest search agents Pbst
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   (for instance, 

whose fitness value has lesser). CB Implies the arbitrary variable that was responsible for an optimally 
exploration. The CB was calculated as: 

CB = 0.5 × Rand                                                                          (5) 

whereRand demonstrates the arbitrary number lies from the range of zero and one. 
‐ Updating in terms of optimum search agents: At last, the search agents or sandpipers are updated their 

place equivalent to an optimum search agent. 

Dsp
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  =  Csp

⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ + Msp
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗                                                                       (6) 

where Dsp
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   signifies the gap amongst the search agents as well as optimum fittest search agents. 

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of SPO Algorithm 
Input: Population Size initialized 
Output: Optimum solution 
Parameter initialized 
Define fitness value too every search agent 
Xa=Primary optimum solutions from the search agent 
Xb=Secondary optimum solutions from search agent 
Xc=Tertriay optimum solutiosn from the search agenst 
T=0 
While (t<max_number_iterations) 
For every search agent 
Upgraded optimally solutions 
Define the fitness of searching agent 
Upgraded palce of Xa, Xb, and Xc 
Increment T  
End while  
Exploitation Process 
 
In the migration, sandpiper is modifying its speed as well as angle of attack continuously. It can be utilized 

its wings for increasing its altitude. The sandpipers create the spiral performance, but attack the prey from 
the air. This performance in 3D plane was explained as: 

x′ = Radius × sin(i)                                                             (7) 

y′ = Radius × cos(i)                                                            (8) 

z′ = Radius × i                                                                        (9) 

  r = u × ekv                                                                           (10) 

where Radius refers the radius of all turns of spirals, i indicates the variable lies from the range of [0 ≤ k ≤

2π]. u and v imply the constants for defining the spiral shapes, and e denotes the base of natural logarithm. It 
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can be considered that the value of constants u and v is 1. Once the value of this constant is one or more 
and the shapes of spirals are very difficult. So, the update place of search agents is calculated as follows. 

Psp
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗(z) = (Dsp

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  × (x′ + y′ + z′)) × Pbst
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  (z)                     (11) 

wherePsp
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗(z) implies the upgrades the places of other search agents and stores optimum solutions. 

3.2. Design of SPO Algorithm for Clustering Process 
Primarily, the nodes in the IoT assisted WSN are placed arbitrarily in the target region. Then, the initiation 

of the nodes in the IoT assisted WSN takes place, and then nearby nodes communicate with one other. 
Followed by, the SPO algorithm is executed at the BS to pick optimal set of CHs. To accomplish this, the 
SPO algorithm computes an objective function as follows.  

F(i) = α × RES + β × DIST + γ × NDEG                        (12) 

where α + β + γ = 1.  Mainly, the RES of SN(x) for transmitting k bit data to the receiver at distance d, can 
be determined as follows. 

RES = E − (ET(k, d) + ER(k))                                        (13) 

whereE and ETdenotes present energy level of SN and energy consumed on data broadcasting.  

ET(k, d) = kEe + KEad
2                                              (14) 

whereEe represents electron’s energy and Ea implies energy spent for amplication, ER(k)designates the 

energy transmitted on receiving data, as given below.  
ER(k) = kEe                                                                  (15) 

Moreover, the DIST denotes the mean value of the distance to nearby nodes that exist as single hop 
neighbors. It can be defined as follows.  

𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇 =
∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑖, 𝑛𝑏𝑗)

𝑁𝐵𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑁𝐵𝑖

                                                    (16) 

wheredist(i, nbj) indicates distance of the SN to closer jth SN. Finally, the NDEG denotes the amount of 

neighboring node that exists from the transmission radius and is defined as follows.  

DEG = |N(x)|                                                         (17) 

where N(x) = {ny/dist(x, y) < transrange}x ≠ y, and dist(x, y) demonstrates the distance among 2 Nodes nx 

and ny, transrange implies the broadcast range of Nodes. 

3.3. Design of SPO Algorithm for Routing Process 
At this stage, the existing paths amongst CH and sink nodes are initialized as primary population to the 

optimized by the SPO algorithm. Primarily, most CH was regarded as the sender and each other CH is 
assumed that intermediate path or sinks. Therefore, during this initialized stage each feasible path amongst 
CH as well as sink that is expressed in (18). 

Sol = Pi, i = 1,2, …N.                                               (18) 

where ‘Sol’ implies the primary set of populations, Pi’ refers the ith path amongst CH and sink, and ‘N’ 
stands for the entire amount of paths. The path contains distance and entire energy. 

P = {RES , DIST}                                                    (19) 

where RE’ refers the remaining energy of nodes from the path, ‘DIST’ signifies the entire distance of 
paths. The standard deviation (SD) to RES σRES was utilized to the measurement of the amount of uniform 
load distributions amongst sensor nodes and is provided in Eq. (20). 

𝑅𝐸𝑆 = 𝑓1 = 𝜎𝑅𝐸𝑆 = √
1

𝑛
∑{𝜇𝑅𝐸𝑆 − 𝑒(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑗)}

2
𝑛

𝑗=1

               (20) 

 
Here, 

𝜇𝑅𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑𝐸

𝑛

𝑖=1

(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑖)                                         (21) 
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where ‘n’ implies the entire amount of nodes which exists from the paths and E(nodej)’ defines the RES 

of ith node from the paths. Afterward, the distance amongst the sender CH to sink was computed as the sum 
of Euclidean distance amongst all CHs from the path that is provided in Eq. (22). 

𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇 = ∑ √(𝐶𝐻𝑖(𝑥) − 𝐶𝐻𝑖+1(𝑥)) + (𝐶𝐻𝑖(𝑦) − 𝐶𝐻𝑖+1(𝑦))

𝑛−1

𝑖

         (22) 

whereCHi(x) and CHi(y) implies the x and y co-ordinates of ith CH from the paths correspondingly. So, a 
primary objective of presented optimization was energy reduction as expressed in Eq. (21). The secondary 
objective is for reducing the path distance that is written in Eq. (22). Therefore, these 2 parameters of all 
paths were initialization as primary population. 

Here, the fitness of all solutions or paths amongst the CH and sink are computed using the SPO 
algorithm. An important objective of optimized is for finding the path with lesser energy utilization and short 
distances. Therefore, the expressed main function contains both energy as well as distance of all the paths. 
The FF was expressed as the minimized function and it can be product of energy and distance that is provided 
in Eq. (23). 

Fi = min{RESi × DIST}                           (23) 

where, ‘Fi’ signifies the fitness of ith populations, ‘REi’ denotes the energy needed from the ith population 
and ‘DISTi’ indicates the entire distance of ith paths or populations. 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The proposed research work implemented in MATLAB tool, with wireless toolkit. This section inspects 
the result analysis of the MOSPO-CMR techniques with recent approaches [11-16] under several aspects 
are discussed here. Table 1 inspects the result analysis of the MOSPO-CMR technique in terms of energy 
consumption (ECM), network lifetime (NLFT), and throughput (THRP). 

       Table 1. Comparison Study of MOSPO-CMR Technique interms of ECM, NLFT, and THRP 

   No. of Nodes MOSPO-CMR  BiHCLR FEEC-IIR NF-EPO FRLDG HEED 

ECM (mJ) 

100 10 26 41 57 68 134 

200 18 37 71 86 107 157 

300 28 47 99 108 140 177 

400 37 58 114 140 160 211 

500 47 74 145 166 185 251 

NLFT (Rounds) 

100 5500 5500 5500 5000 4800 4290 

200 5410 5340 5200 4780 4600 4000 

300 5450 5350 5010 4690 4370 3830 

400 5400 5220 4900 4320 4100 3410 

500 5350 5230 4700 4090 3890 3090 

THRP (Mbps)  

100 0.9943 0.9863 0.9481 0.9100 0.8035 0.7574 

200 0.9783 0.9642 0.8236 0.7754 0.6931 0.7092 

300 0.9742 0.9501 0.7333 0.6931 0.6027 0.6288 

400 0.9622 0.9280 0.6650 0.5987 0.5405 0.5204 

500 0.9542 0.9200 0.6308 0.5365 0.4521 0.4782 

A comprehensive ECM analysis of the MOSPO-CMR method takes place with existing techniques in 
Figure 3. The results reported that the MOSPO-CMR method has accomplished minimal ECM over the other 
approaches. For sample, with 100 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has attained least ECM of 10mJ 
whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG algorithm, and HEED 
methodologies have achieved increased ECM of 26mJ, 41mJ, 57mJ, 68mJ, and 134mJ respectively. In 
addition, with 500 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has provided lower ECM of 47mJ whereas the BiHCLR 
approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG algorithm, and HEED methodologies have required 
higher ECM of 74mJ, 145mJ, 166mJ, 185mJ, and 251mJ respectively. 
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Figure 3. Comparative ECM of MOSPO-CMR with existing models 

Figure 4 inspects the comparative NLFT analysis of the MOSPO-CMR method with existing techniques 
under various nodes. The results reported that the MOSPO-CMR method has accomplished increasing 
values of NLFT over the other methods. For instance, with 200 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has reached 
to improved NLFT of 5410 rounds whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, 
FRLDG algorithm, and HEED methodologies have accomplished reduced NLFT of 5340, 5200, 4780, 4600, 
and 4000 rounds respectively. Meanwhile, with 500 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has attained enhanced 
NLFT of 5350 rounds whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG algorithm, 
and HEED methodologies have demonstrated decreased NLFT of 5230, 4700, 4090, 3890, and 3090 
respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4. Comparative NLFT of MOSPO-CMR with existing models 

Figure 5 examines the comparative THRP analysis of the MOSPO-CMR method with recent ones under 
distinct nodes. The figure portrayed that the MOSPO-CMR method has resulted in better values of THRP 
over the other approaches. For instance, with 100 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has obtained increased 
THRP of 0.9943Mbps whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG 
algorithm, and HEED methodologies have obtained decreased THRP of 0.9863, 0.9481, 0.9100, 0.8035, and 
0.7574 respectively. Similarly, with 500 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has reached higher THRP of 
0.9542Mbps whereas BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG algorithm, and HEED 
methodologies have depicted reduced THRP of 0.9200, 0.6308, 0.5365, 0.4521, and 0.4782 respectively. 
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Figure 5. Comparative THRP of MOSPO-CMR with existing models 

Table 2 inspects the result analysis of the MOSPO-CMR technique interms of packet delivery ratio 
(PDR), packet loss ratio (PLR), and end to end delay (ETED). Figure 6 inspects the comparative PDR 
examination of the MOSPO-CMR method with recent ones under distinct nodes. The figure depicted that the 
MOSPO-CMR method has led to improved values of PDR over the other methods. For instance, with 200 
nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has got improved PDR of 99.57% whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-
IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG algorithm, and HEED methodologies have gained reduced PDR of 
98.96%, 98.04%, 97.12%, 96.04%, and 93.97% respectively. Likewise, with 500 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR 
method has achieved increased PDR of 97.31% whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO 
system, FRLDG algorithm, and HEED methodologies have exhibited decreased PDR of 96.08%, 94.97%, 
94.09%, 92.05%, and 88.06% respectively. 

  Table 2. Comparison Study of MOSPO-CMR Technique interms of PLR, PDR, and ETED 

No. of Nodes MOSPO-CMR BiHCLR FEEC-IIR NF-EPO FRLDG HEED 
PDR (%) 

100 100.00 100.00 99.08 98.08 97.04 95.08 
200 99.57 98.96 98.04 97.12 96.04 93.97 
300 98.81 98.12 97.08 96.04 94.09 92.05 
400 97.77 96.93 96.08 95.08 93.09 89.98 
500 97.31 96.08 94.97 94.09 92.05 88.06 

PLR (%) 
100 0.00 0.00 0.92 1.92 2.96 4.92 
200 0.43 1.04 1.96 2.88 3.96 6.03 
300 1.19 1.88 2.92 3.96 5.91 7.95 
400 2.23 3.07 3.92 4.92 6.91 10.02 
500 2.69 3.92 5.03 5.91 7.95 11.94 

ETED (sec) 
100 2.53 3.10 3.92 4.13 4.61 5.75 
200 2.62 3.40 3.98 4.88 5.54 6.45 
300 3.13 3.95 4.85 6.02 6.51 7.26 
400 3.49 3.95 5.60 7.68 8.10 8.46 

500 3.68 4.61 6.20 8.76 9.19 9.49 

 
A wide-ranging PLR study of the MOSPO-CMR method with existing algorithms is performed in Figure 

7. The results stated that the MOSPO-CMR method has demonstrated least PLR over the existing 
approaches. For instance, with 200 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has been found to be ineffective with 
the minimum PLR of 0.43% whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG 
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algorithm, and HEED methodologies have depicted maximum PLR of 1.04%, 1.96%, 2.88%, 3.96%, and 
6.03% respectively. Moreover, with 500 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has reached to lesser PLR of 
2.69% whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG algorithm, and HEED 
methodologies have attained increased PLR of 3.92%, 5.03%, 5.91%, 7.95%, and 11.94% respectively. 

 

 

Figure 6. Comparative PDR of MOSPO-CMR with existing models 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparative PLR of MOSPO-CMR with existing models 

Finally, a brief ETED investigation of the MOSPO-CMR method is offered with compared models in 
Figure 8. The figure implied that the MOSPO-CMR method has resulted in the least ETED over the other 
methods. For instance, with 200 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has gained minimal ETED of 2.62s 
whereas the B BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG algorithm, and HEED 
methodologies have achieved somewhat enhanced ETED of 3.40s, 3.98s, 4.88s, 5.54s, and 6.45s 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=2ahUKEwjY_IyMpJjfAhXBqZAKHdazDawQFjAAegQIAxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scielo.br%2Fbabt&usg=AOvVaw08BojU0LuZNEI4C434jTD4
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respectively. Furthermore, with 500 nodes, the MOSPO-CMR method has accomplished decreased ETED 
of 2.69s whereas the BiHCLR approach, FEEC-IIR method, NF-EPO system, FRLDG algorithm, and HEED 
methodologies have resulted in maximum ETED of 34.61s, 6.20s, 8.76s, 9.19s, and 9.49s respectively.  

 

 

Figure 8. Comparative ETED of MOSPO-CMR with existing models 

From the above mentioned results, it can be confirmed that the MOSPO-CMR model can be utilized as 
a proficient tool to accomplish energy efficiency in IoT assisted WSN. 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, a new MOSPO-CMR approach has been developed for clustering and routing in the IoT 
assisted WSN. The presented MOSPO-CMR approach encompasses two major phases such as cluster 
construction and optimal route selection. For CH selection, the MOSPO-CMR technique derives a fitness 
function by the use of three parameters namely RES, DIST, and NDEG. In addition, the MOSPO-CMR 
technique determines an objective function involving two variables namely RES and DIST. For determining 
the improved outcomes of the MOSPO-CMR approach, a sequence of simulations was carried out under 
several aspects. The comparative results highlighted the enhanced outcomes of the MOSPO-CMR technique 
over the other recent approaches interms of several evaluation measures. In future, hybrid metaheuristic 
techniques can be presented for improving the efficacy of the IoT assisted WSN. 
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